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Abstract
Background: Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is a common disabling disease involving the entire joint tissue, and its onset
and progression are affected by many factors. However, the current number of studies investigating the relationship
between subchondral trabecular bone (STB), knee alignment, and OA severity is limited. We aimed to investigate the
variation in tibial plateau STB microarchitecture in end-stage knee OA patients and their association with knee
alignment (hip-knee-ankle, HKA, angle) and OA severity.
Methods: Seventy-one knee OA patients scheduled for total knee arthroplasty (TKA) underwent preoperative
radiography to measure the HKA angle and Kellgren-Lawrence grade. Tibial plateaus collected from TKA were
scanned using micro-computed tomography to analyze the STB microarchitecture. Histological sections were
used to assess cartilage degeneration (OARSI score). Correlations between the HKA angle, OA severity (OARSI
score, Kellgren-Lawrence grade), and STB microarchitecture were evaluated. Differences in STB microstructural
parameters between varus and valgus alignment groups based on the HKA angle were examined.
Results: The HKA angle was significantly correlated with all STB microarchitecture parameters (p < 0.01). The
HKA angle was more correlated with the medial-to-lateral ratios of the microarchitecture parameters than with
the medial or lateral tibia plateaus. The HKA angle and all STB microarchitecture parameters are significantly
correlated with both the OARSI score and Kellgren-Lawrence grade (p < 0.01).
Conclusions: The STB microarchitecture is associated with the HKA angle and OA severity. With the increase of
the knee alignment deviation and OA severity, the STB of the affected side tibial plateau increased in bone
volume, trabecular number, and trabecular thickness and decreased in trabecular separation.
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Introduction
Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is an important public health
problem and one of the world’s leading disabling diseases [1, 2]. OA is currently considered a whole joint
disease involving changes in articular cartilage, subchondral trabecular bone (STB), and other articular tissues
[3–5]. Previous studies suggested that STB is closely
related to the structure and function of the covered cartilage, and they interact as a functioning synergistic unit
[6–8]. Moreover, there is in vitro and in vivo evidence of
biochemical and molecular crosstalk between cartilage
and STB and STB microarchitecture changes in earlystage knee OA [9, 10]. In particular, the STB is a shock
absorber that buffers the mechanical shock during
joint movement, and its structural and property
change affects the mechanical load exerted on the
cartilage and may play a key role in the initiation and
development of OA [4].
The properties and structure of the STB in OA could
be characterized by dual X-ray absorptiometry (DXA)
[11], X-ray computed tomography (CT) [12], CT arthrography [13], micro-CT (μCT) [14], and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [15, 16]. Previous studies have
reported that knee OA severity, based on histological
score [17], Kellgren-Lawrence (K-L) grade [18], cartilage
defects, and cartilage thinning, was positively correlated
with tibial plateau subchondral bone mineral density
(BMD), trabecular bone volume fraction (BV/TV), trabecular number (Tb.N), and trabecular thickness
(Tb.Th), suggesting that subchondral bone is closely related to OA severity.
The occurrence and deterioration of OA are widely
known to result from local mechanical factors acting
under systemic susceptibility [19]. Knee alignment, hipknee-ankle (HKA) angle, as the frontal plane loading
index, plays a crucial role in the load distribution of the
medial and lateral tibiofemoral compartments. Knee
malalignment causes the load-bearing axis to be biased
to one side; therefore, the resulting moment arm increases the load on the side compartment, which is a
significant risk factor for predicting the onset and progression of OA [20].
Aberrant knee load index has been associated with
local variations in tibial periarticular BMD based on
DXA [18, 21, 22]. However, DXA as a two-dimensional
quantitative tool can neither distinguish cortical bone
from trabecular bone nor characterize the bone microarchitecture. Thus, it is necessary to analyze STB microarchitecture, because better understanding of the effects
of knee joint loading on local changes in STB microarchitecture can help us understand their roles in the
development of knee OA. Roberts et al. [23] have shown
a significant correlation between knee mechanical axis
deviation (MAD) and tibial STB microarchitecture, and
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Finnila et al. [17] have shown a significant correlation
between OARSI score and STB microarchitecture. However, to the best of our knowledge, no recent study has
simultaneously evaluated the association between knee
alignment, STB microarchitecture, and OA severity
index of the corresponding compartment in the same
patients. Data on this can help us understand more
deeply the factors that affect the occurrence and development of OA and identify potential targets for diagnosis and surgical or non-invasive therapies of OA.
In this study, we aimed to investigate the relationship
between STB microarchitecture and HKA angle and to
explore the relationship between STB microarchitecture
and OA severity under different HKA angles in endstage knee OA patients. We hypothesized that the HKA
angle is closely related to the microarchitecture variation
of the STB of the medial and lateral tibial plateaus. Furthermore, we proposed that the variation in STB microarchitecture is related to OA severity.

Methods
Participants

Knee OA patients scheduled for total knee arthroplasty
(TKA) were recruited from the orthopedics departments
at the Ninth People’s Hospital, Shanghai Jiaotong
University School of Medicine. The diagnosis of OA was
based on the American College of Rheumatology criteria
[24]. All patients undergoing surgery experienced knee
pain and were not satisfied with the effects of noninvasive treatment. The K-L grading [25] of the whole knee
joints indicated for surgery was 2 to 4. Patients excluded
from this study were those with a history of inflammatory arthritis, had neurological disorders that would
affect walking, had severe cardiovascular or pulmonary
disease, and had isolated patellofemoral knee OA. This
study received ethics approval from the Shanghai Ninth
People’s Hospital Human Research Ethics Committees
(No.2018-179-T137). Informed consent was obtained
from all patients included in the study.
Clinical and radiographic data measurement

All patients underwent full-leg standing digital anteroposterior radiography preoperatively to measure the
HKA angle and K-L grade [25] of the affected joint.
Knee alignment was represented by the HKA angle
formed between the mechanical axis of the femur and
tibia (Fig. 1) [26]. All patients were divided into the
varus alignment group (HKA angle > 0° in the varus direction) and valgus alignment group (HKA angle > 0° in
the valgus direction), and positive values represent varus
knee alignment [19, 27, 28]. Height, body mass, and
Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC) scores were derived from the patient’s medical records. A visual analog scale version of
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the WOMAC was completed by each patient to assess
the status of knee OA [29].
Micro-computed tomography scan and analysis

Tibial plateaus (n = 71) were retrieved from TKA and
scanned using a μCT scanner (μCT 80, Scanco Medical
AG, Switzerland). Briefly, the following scanning parameters were used: 37 μm isotropic voxel size, 70 kV voltage, 114 μA current, and 300 ms integration time. The
μCT system software (Image Processing Language,
v4.29d, Scanco Medical AG, Bassersdorf, Switzerland)
was used to process the scanned image data. Volumes of
interest (VOI) of STB were selected for each medial and
lateral tibial plateau separately. VOIs were determined
first by locating the center of tibia plateau. Center was
defined as the intersection of the sagittal axis corresponding to the maximum anterior and posterior lengths
of the unilateral condyle and the coronal axis corresponding to the maximum width of the inside and outside of the condyle. Distance was measured using the
software and did not include osteophytes. The VOI contained only STB and was identified as a cube with a
cross-section of 10 × 10 mm and a thickness of 3.7 mm
using the semiautomatic contouring method. The upper
surface of the VOI was adjacent to the lower surface of
the subchondral bone plate and extended 3.7 mm distally. The following STB microarchitecture parameters
were measured for VOI: BV/TV, Tb.N, trabecular separation (Tb.Sp), Tb.Th, and specific bone surface (BS/BV).
The ratios of STB microarchitecture parameters to medial and lateral plateaus (medial-to-lateral, M:L) were then
computed (Fig. 2).
Histology

Fig. 1 Measurement of knee alignment (hip-knee-ankle angle) based
on full-leg standing anteroposterior radiographs. a The center of the
femoral head. b The center of the femoral condyles. c The center of
the tibial plateau. d The center of the superior surface of the talus

After a μCT scan, tissue plugs corresponding to the VOI
of tibial plateaus were processed for histological analysis.
The condyle midpoint and VOI range were determined
using the scale according to their definition in the software. Paraffin-embedded decalcified tissue was sectioned
to 5 mm sections and stained with Safranin O and Fast
Green for Osteoarthritis Research Society International
(OARSI) scoring. Three sagittal longitudinal tissue sections through the medial, lateral, and center of each tissue plug were scored by three independent evaluators.
The average score from three evaluators was used as the
final OARSI score for further analyses. The evaluators
were blinded with respect to the HKA angle, grouping,
and macro-description of the specimen [30] (Fig. 2).
Statistics

T test, χ2 tests, and Mann–Whitney U tests were used to
compare differences in means and proportions of patients characteristics as appropriate. The linear relationships of STB microarchitecture parameters (of each
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tibial plateau and medial and lateral tibial plateaus ratio),
HKA angle, and OA severity (OARSI score and K-L
grade) in all patients, varus alignment group, and valgus
alignment group, respectively, were examined using
Pearson’s or Spearman’s correlations based on the normality (Shapiro–Wilks test) of data. The STB microarchitecture parameters of the medial and lateral tibial
plateau were compared between varus and valgus alignment groups using independent-sample t test or Satterthwaite t test according to the homogeneity of
variance (Levene’s test) of the data. The STB microarchitecture parameters of medial and lateral tibial plateaus
were compared using paired t test in the varus alignment
group and valgus alignment group, respectively. We used
hierarchical multiple linear regression analyses to explain the variance in the STB microarchitecture and selected age, sex, and body mass index (BMI) as covariates
for our base model to evaluate the relationships between
the HKA angle and STB microarchitecture. We assessed
multicollinearity between all independent variables in
each model using variance inflation factor. We report
adjusted R2, change in R2 from the base model (ΔR2),
and p values. The significance level was set to p < 0.05.
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS Statistics
22 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

Results
Seventy-one knee OA patients scheduled for TKA were
included in this study. The physical characteristics and
radiographic features of patients are reported in Table 1.
Relationships between HKA angle and subchondral
trabecular bone microarchitecture in the entire OA cohort

In all patient analysis, the HKA angle was significantly
correlated with all tibial plateau STB microarchitecture
Table 1 Demographic and clinical characteristics of total knee
arthroplasty patients
Characteristic

Fig. 2 a Macroscopic, micro-CT and histological images of tibial
plateaus from an excised right knee tibial plateau. Red squares
represent the location of volumes of interest (VOIs) of the medial
and lateral tibial plates. b 3D micro-CT image of the excised tibial
plateau. c 2D coronal micro-CT transverse image of the tibial
plateau. d Specimen from the medial tibial plateau showing high
bone volume fraction (BV/TV = 51%). e Specimen from the lateral
tibial plateau showing low bone volume fraction (BV/TV = 14%). f
and g are histological photographs corresponding to d and
e, respectively

All

Varus

Valgus

(n = 71)

(n = 60)

(n = 11)

p

Age (years)

70 ± 8

70 ± 8

67 ± 8

0.330

Gender (male:females)

16:55

13:47

3:8

0.702

Affected limb (right:left)

30:41

25:35

5:6

1.000

Height (m)

1.62 ± 0.06 1.62 ± 0.07 1.63 ± 0.06 0.523

Body mass (kg)

67.1 ± 8.7

67.1 ± 9.2

66.7 ± 5.3

0.884

BMI (kg/m2)

25.5 ± 2.9

25.6 ± 2.9

25.1 ± 2.6

0.621

WOMAC

68 ± 29

67 ± 30

73 ± 21

0.518

Hip-knee-ankle angle (°) 7.5 ± 8.5

10.3 ± 5.3

− 7.9 ± 5.7

< 0.001

K-L grade (2:3:4)

2:27:31

0:8:3

0.189

2:35:34

Data are presented as either number or mean ± standard deviation
Significant values are in bold (P < 0.05)
BMI bone mass index, K-L Kellgren-Lawrence, WOMAC Western Ontario and
McMaster Universities Arthritis Index
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Fig. 3 Scatter plot for Pearson’s correlations between hip-knee-ankle angle and subchondral trabecular bone microarchitecture parameters. BV/TV,
bone volume fraction; Tb.N, trabecular number; Tb.Th, trabecular thickness; Tb.Sp, trabecular separation; BS/BV, specific bone surface

parameters (Fig. 3, Table 2). The HKA angle had higher
correlation with the M:L STB microarchitecture parameters
than the absolute measurements of the medial or lateral,
positively with M:L BV/TV, M:L Tb.N, and M:L Tb.Th,
and negatively with M:L Tb.Sp and M:L BS/BV. In addition,
the correlation between the HKA angle and STB microarchitecture parameters of the medial tibial plateau was
higher than that of the lateral tibial plateau, the highest of
which were BV/TV (r = 0.650, CI 0.492, 0.763) and BS/BV
(r = − 0.687, 95% CI − 0.788, − 0.543). These findings indicated that the STB of the affected side tibial plateau increased in bone volume, trabecular number, and trabecular
thickness and decreased in trabecular separation with the
aggravation of the knee alignment deviation.

HKA angle to the base model (age, sex, and BMI), the coefficient of determination (R2) for STB microarchitecture
parameters all significantly improved with ΔR2 (BV/TV) =
0.326, ΔR2 (Tb.N) = 0.193, ΔR2 (Tb.Th) = 0.246, ΔR2
(Tb.Sp) = 0.231, and ΔR2 (BS/BS) = 0.369 in medial tibial
plateau and with ΔR2 (BV/TV) = 0.345, ΔR2 (Tb.N) =
0.228, ΔR2 (Tb.Th) = 0.243, ΔR2 (Tb.Sp) = 0.189, and ΔR2
(BS/BS) = 0.272 in lateral tibial plateau. These showed that
the HKA angle could explain the additional variation in all
five STB microarchitecture parameters, when controlled
for age, sex, and BMI.

Contribution of age, sex, BMI, and HKA angle to variation
in the subchondral trabecular bone microarchitecture

In the entire OA cohort, the HKA angle and all five STB
microarchitecture parameters were significantly correlated with the OARSI score in both medial and lateral
tibia plateaus (p < 0.01). The correlation between the
HKA angle and medial tibial plateau OARSI score (r =
0.792, 95% CI 0.683, 0.862) was higher than that of the
lateral tibial plateau (r = − 0.365, 95% CI − 0.550, −

No evidence of multicollinearity was found between independent variables in any of our models. The HKA angle
was entered in all regression models for prediction of
medial tibial plateau STB microarchitecture, after controlling for age, sex, and BMI (Table 3). After adding the

Relationships between OA severity and subchondral
trabecular bone microarchitecture and HKA angle in the
entire OA cohort

Table 2 Relationships between knee alignment (hip-knee-ankle angle, HKA angle) and subchondral trabecular bone
microarchitecture parameters
Paramaters

Medial

Lateral

M:L

BV/TV

0.650 (0.492, 0.763)**

− 0.589 (− 0.745, − 0.389)**

0.663 (0.538, 0.765)**

Tb.N

0.507 (0.305, 0.672)**

− 0.475 (− 0.675, − 0.214)**

0.619 (0.404, 0.778)**

Tb.Th

0.555 (0.373, 0.703)**

− 0.511 (− 0.659, − 0.325) **

0.660 (0.538, 0.763)**

Tb.Sp

− 0.553 (− 0.717, − 0.310)**

0.437 (0.179, 0.635)**

− 0.679 (− 0.882, − 0.449)**

BS/BV

− 0.687 (− 0.788, − 0.543)**

0.539 (0.374, 0.671)**

− 0.824 (− 0.896, − 0.697)**

The indicated values are Pearson’s coefficient and 95% confidence interval in brackets
M:L medial-to-lateral ratio, BV/TV bone volume fraction, Tb.N trabecular number, Tb.Th trabecular thickness, Tb.Sp trabecular separation, BS/BV specific bone surface
**P < 0.01
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Table 3 Summary of multiple linear regression analysis, for prediction of medial and lateral tibial plateau subchondral trabecular
bone microarchitecture parameters
Model

R2 (p value)

BV/TV

Age, sex, BMI

0.182 (0.004)

Age, sex, BMI, HKA angle

0.509 (< 0.001)

Tb.N

Age, sex, BMI

0.213 (0.001)

Age, sex, BMI, HKA angle

0.407 (< 0.001)

Tb.Th

Age, sex, BMI

0.103 (0.062)

Age, sex, BMI, HKA angle

0.349 (< 0.001)

Tb.Sp

Age, sex, BMI

0.176 (0.004)

Age, sex, BMI, HKA angle

0.407 (< 0.001)

BS/BV

Age, sex, BMI

0.174 (0.005)

Age, sex, BMI, HKA angle

0.543 (< 0.001)

Age, sex, BMI

0.108 (0.014)

Age, sex, BMI, HKA angle

0.491 (< 0.001)

Age, sex, BMI

0.121 (0.034)

Age, sex, BMI, HKA angle

0.349 (< 0.001)

Dependent variables

ΔR2 (p value)

Medial

0.326 (< 0.001)

0.193 (< 0.001)

0.246 (< 0.001)

0.231 (< 0.001)

0.369 (< 0.001)

Lateral
BV/TV

Tb.N

Tb.Th

Tb.Sp

BS/BV

Age, sex, BMI

0.092 (0.089)

Age, sex, BMI, HKA angle

0.335 (< 0.001)

Age, sex, BMI

0.177 (0.004)

Age, sex, BMI, HKA angle

0.366 (< 0.001)

Age, sex, BMI

0.102 (0.064)

Age, sex, BMI, HKA angle

0.374 (< 0.001)

0.345 (< 0.001)

0.228 (< 0.001)

0.243 (< 0.001)

0.189 (< 0.001)

0.272 (< 0.001)

Significant values are in bold
BMI body mass index, BV/TV bone volume fraction, Tb.N trabecular number, Tb.Th trabecular thickness, Tb.Sp trabecular separation, BS/BV specific bone surface

0.123). Regardless of the medial or lateral tibia plateau,
BV/TV, Tb.N, and Tb.Th were positively correlated with
the OARSI score, while Tb.Sp and BS/BV were negatively correlated with the OARSI score. These results
suggested that the more severe cartilage degeneration
corresponds to the greater bone volume of the STB, and
the denser and thicker STB, and the smaller trabecular
separation, and the more severe deviation of knee alignment (Table 4).

Relationships between subchondral trabecular bone
microarchitecture, HKA angle, and OA severity in the
varus and valgus alignment groups

After stratifying patients based on the HKA angle, the
correlation between the HKA angle and STB microarchitecture was found to be the same as the trend of the
overall analysis. In the varus alignment group, all STB
microarchitecture parameters, except Tb.Th (r = − 0.225,
95% CI − 0.412, − 0.016) of the lateral tibial plateau, were

Table 4 Relationships between subchondral trabecular bone microarchitecture parameters and OA severity index
Parameters

OARSI score

K-L grade

Medial

Lateral

Medial

Lateral

HKA

0.792 (0.683, 0.862)**

− 0.365 (− 0.550, − 0.123)**

0.743 (0.616, 0.831)**

− 0.325 (− 0.543, − 0.097)**

BV/TV

0.853 (0.782, 0.913)**

0.754 (0.643, 0.837)**

0.742 (0.608, 0.852)**

0.674 (0.519, 0.789)**

Tb.N

0.607 (0.464, 0.728)**

0.625 (0.486, 0.755)**

0.588 (0.397, 0.734)**

0.570 (0.388, 0.711)**

Tb.Th

0.743 (0.642, 0.828)**

0.599 (0.434, 0.743)**

0.651 (0.501, 0.770)**

0.518 (0.320, 0.678)**

Tb.Sp

− 0.649 (− 0.752, − 0.520)**

− 0.625 (− 0.739, − 0.497)**

− 0.574 (− 0.716, − 0.385)**

− 0.560 (− 0.705, − 0.379)**

BS/BV

− 0.840 (− 0.894, − 0.767)**

− 0.705 (− 0.811, − 0.577)**

− 0.713 (− 0.819, − 0.573)**

− 0.579 (− 0.724, − 0.392)**

The indicated values are Pearson’s or Spearman’s coefficient and 95% confidence interval in brackets
BV/TV bone volume fraction, Tb.N trabecular number, Tb.Th trabecular thickness, Tb.Sp trabecular separation, BS/BV specific bone surface
**P < 0.01
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significantly correlated with the HKA angle. In
addition, the HKA angle had higher correlation with
the M:L STB microarchitecture parameters than with
the absolute measurements of the medial or lateral.
In the valgus alignment group, only BV/TV was significantly correlated with the HKA angle regardless of
the medial tibial plateau, lateral tibial plateau, or M:L
STB microarchitecture parameters. In addition, Tb.N
and Tb.Sp in the medial tibial plateau and the M:L
Tb.Th and M:L BS/BV were significantly correlated
with the HKA angle. From the above results, we can
find that the correlation between BV/TV and HKA
angle is the most stable (Table 5).
The relationships between STB microarchitecture
parameters and OA severity index for varus and valgus alignment groups were shown in Table 6. In the
varus alignment group, a significant correlation was
found between the STB microarchitecture, HKA
angle, and OARSI score (p < 0.01), and the trend was
the same as that in the overall analysis. The HKA
angle was significantly correlated with the OARSI of
the medial and lateral tibial plateaus. Among all the
five STB microarchitecture parameters, the correlation
between BV/TV and OARSI score was the strongest,
regardless of medial (r = 0.828, 95% CI 0.722, 0.905)
or lateral (r = 0.811, 95% CI 0.729, 0.875) tibial plateau. In the valgus alignment group, the HKA angle
was significantly correlated with the OARSI of the
medial and lateral tibial plateaus. Among the five STB
microarchitecture parameters, BV/TV, Tb.Th, and BS/
BV of the medial tibial plateau and BV/TV of the lateral tibial plateau were significantly correlated with
the OARSI score (Table 6).
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Comparison of subchondral trabecular bone
microarchitecture between knee alignment groups based
on the HKA angle

In the varus alignment group, BV/TV, Tb.N, and Tb.Th
were significantly larger and Tb.Sp and BS/BV were significantly smaller in the medial tibial plateau than in the
lateral tibial plateau. In the valgus alignment group,
Tb.Th was significantly larger in the lateral tibial plateau
and BS/BV significantly smaller than in the medial tibial
plateau. Other parameters were not statistically different
between the medial and lateral tibial plateaus. In the
medial tibia plateau, BV/TV, Tb.N, and Tb.Th were significantly larger in the varus alignment group and Tb.Sp
and BS/BV were significantly larger than in the valgus
alignment group, and the lateral tibia plateau had the
opposite results (Fig. 4).

Discussion
This study investigated the variation in tibial plateau
STB microarchitecture in end-stage knee OA patients
and its association with OA severity under the difference
of knee alignment. Tibial plateau STB microarchitecture
is associated with the HKA angle and OA severity. With
the increase in varus angle and OA severity, the STB in
the medial tibia plateau increased in bone volume, trabecular number, and trabecular thickness and decreased
in trabecular separation.
With regard to the relationship of knee alignment and
subchondral bone, the HKA angle and the ratio of M:L
subchondral bone surface area on the tibia and femur
are significantly correlated, which suggested that the
subchondral bone could change adaptively under the influence of knee alignment [31]. Several previous studies

Table 5 Relationships between knee alignment (hip-knee-ankle angle) and subchondral trabecular bone microarchitecture
parameters for varus and valgus alignment group
Paramaters

Medial

Lateral

M:L

Varus (n = 60)
BV/TV

0.466 (0.200, 0.654)**

− 0.277 (− 0.462, − 0.048)*

0.628 (0.357, 0.776)**

Tb.N

0.295 (0.079, 0.503)*

− 0.291 (− 0.511, 0.021)*

0.539 (0.220, 0.733)**

Tb.Th

0.432 (0.153, 0.661)**

− 0.225 (− 0.412, − 0.016)

0.503 (0.298, 0.659)**

Tb.Sp

− 0.332 (− 0.511, − 0.094)**

0.389 (0.019, 0.609)**

− 0.459 (− 0.635, − 0.223)**

BS/BV

− 0.479 (− 0.632, − 0.255)**

0.282 (0.068, 0.475)*

− 0.530 (− 0.664, − 0.323)**

Valgus (n = 11)
BV/TV

0.685 (0.520, 0.893)*

− 0.645 (− 0.924, − 0.040)*

0.674 (0.443, 0.888)*

Tb.N

0.616 (− 0.072, 0.927)*

− 0.243 (− 0.796, − 0.347)

0.428 (− 0.245, 0.815)

Tb.Th

0.399 (− 0.142, 0.770)

− 0.315 (− 0.917, − 0.569)

0.733 (0.476, 0.906)*

Tb.Sp

− 0.696 (− 0.955, 0.057)*

0.223 (− 0.345, 0.756)

− 0.590 (− 0.903, 0.105)

BS/BV

− 0.556 (− 0.823, − 0.250)

0.507 (− 0.304, 0.867)

− 0.841 (− 0.964, − 0.486)**

The indicated values are Pearson’s or Spearman’s coefficient and 95% confidence interval in brackets
M:L medial-to-lateral ratio, BV/TV bone volume fraction, Tb.N trabecular number, Tb.Th trabecular thickness, Tb.Sp trabecular separation, BS/BV specific bone surface
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01
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Table 6 Relationships between subchondral trabecular bone microarchitecture parameters and OA severity index for varus and
valgus alignment group
Parameters

OARSI score

K-L grade

M

L

M

L

HKA

0.574 (0.338, 0.719)**

− 0.337 (− 0.530, − 0.085)**

0.664 (0.494, 0.782)**

− 0.088 (− 0.334, 0.147)

BV/TV

0.828 (0.722, 0.905)**

0.811 (0.729, 0.875)**

0.680 (0.492, 0.816)**

0.618 (0.455, 0.750)**

Tb.N

0.514 (0.306, 0.680)**

0.722 (0.598, 0.812)**

0.518 (0.301, 0.700)**

0.621 (0.474, 0.745)**

Tb.Th

0.700 (0.553, 0.807)**

0.688 (0.555, 0.789)**

0.565 (0.356, 0.720)**

0.443 (0.234, 0.623)**

Tb.Sp

− 0.594 (− 0.725, − 0.410)**

− 0.643 (− 0.775, − 0.471)**

− 0.506 (− 0.697, − 0.281)**

− 0.589 (− 0.726, − 0.431)**

BS/BV

− 0.775 (− 0.846, − 0.672)**

− 0.777 (− 0.857, − 0.668)**

− 0.638 (− 0.783, − 0.445)**

− 0.515 (− 0.685, − 0.309)**

Varus (n = 60)

Valgus (n = 11)
HKA

0.697 (0.409, 0.963)*

− 0.718 (− 0.923, − 0.236)*

0.662 (0.177, 0.901)*

− 0.504 (− 0.835, 0.054)

BV/TV

0.661 (0.184, 0.909)*

0.749 (0.388, 0.922)**

0.777 (0.407, 0.889)**

0.429 (− 0.131, 0.793)

Tb.N

0.417 (− 0.205, 0.808)

0.314 (− 0.189, 0.761)

0.299 (− 0.425, 0.843)

− 0.143 (− 0.678, 0.370)

Tb.Th

0.680 (0.097, 0.917)*

− 0.005 (− 0.716, 0.638)

0.299 (− 0.472, 0.848)

− 0.048 (− 0.687, 0.682)

Tb.Sp

− 0.397 (− 0.781, − 0.198)

− 0.463 (− 0.797, − 0.007)

− 0.359 (− 0.843, − 0.334)

− 0.095 (− 0.461, 0.379)

BS/BV

− 0.702 (− 0.927, − 0.143)*

− 0.232 (− 0.698, 0.471)

− 0.538 (− 0.878, − 0.121)

0.048 (− 0.676, 0.687)

The indicated values are Pearson’s or Spearman’s coefficient and 95% confidence interval in brackets
HKA hip-knee-ankle angle, BV/TV bone volume fraction, Tb.N trabecular number, Tb.Th trabecular thickness, Tb.Sp trabecular separation, BS/BV specific bone surface
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01

have also found a correlation between knee load and
proximal tibial BMD based on DXA [18, 21, 22]. However, as a two-dimensional imaging technology, DXA
can neither distinguish trabecular bone from cortical
bone for analysis alone nor can characterize STB microarchitecture, which has been shown to change under
OA [32, 33]. Thus, it is necessary to study the changes
of the STB microarchitecture under OA to understand
its effect on OA. MRI was used to evaluate STB microarchitecture in previous studies, but its limited spatial

resolution (0.2 × 0.2 × 1.0 mm) limits its ability in microarchitecture analysis [15, 22].
A recent study on the relationship between knee loading index and tibial STB microarchitecture (using μCT)
had similar results to that reported in the current finding
[23]. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient of MAD with
M:L BV/TV in that study was 0.74 (p < 0.01), which is
comparable with that of the HKA angle and M:L BV/TV
in our study (r = 0.66, p < 0.01). In the multiple regression analysis of the current study, the HKA angle could

Fig. 4 Comparisons of subchondral trabecular bone microarchitecture parameters among knee alignment (hip-knee-ankle angle, HKA angle)
groups. BV/TV, bone volume fraction; Tb.N, trabecular number; Tb.Th, trabecular thickness; Tb.Sp, trabecular separation; BS/BV, specific bone
surface. Significant differences are indicated by brackets (p < 0.05)
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explain the additional variation in all five STB microarchitecture parameters (Table 3), when controlled for
age, sex, and BMI, which are parameters that may influence tibial STB microarchitecture [34]. In addition, our
study found that the M:L ratios of the STB microarchitecture parameters had a stronger correlation with the
HKA angle than the absolute measurements of the medial and lateral tibial plateaus, which supported the idea
that the HKA angle is a coronal load distribution indicator that simultaneously affects the load distribution of
the medial and lateral compartments in the knee joint.
This finding is in agreement with a previous study that
has shown that the correlation between the HKA angle
and BMD of the M:L ratios in the tibia is stronger than
that of absolute measurement of the unilateral tibia [22].
Previous studies have explored the effect of knee alignment changes on the subchondral bone by analyzing
BMD changes of the subchondral bone before and after
undergoing high tibial osteotomy, a surgery for correction of knee malalignment [35, 36]. The results showed
that following varus deformity correcting, the M:L ratio
of the subchondral bone density decreases. However,
these studies lacked a control group. In the future, larger
randomized controlled studies are necessary to determine whether these interventions directly acting on the
knee alignment can alter the subchondral bone BMD
and STB microarchitecture. This can be done based on
high-resolution peripheral quantitative CT (HR-pQCT)
imaging systems, which permit examination of knee
periarticular STB microarchitecture in vivo [37, 38].
In addition, our study explored the changes in the
STB microarchitecture of the medial and lateral tibia in
different HKA angle groups. In the varus alignment
group, BV/TV, Tb.N, and Tb.Th were significantly larger
and Tb.Sp and BS/BV were significantly smaller in the
medial tibial plateau than in the lateral tibial plateau.
These findings prove once again the correlation between
knee HKA angle and STB microarchitecture. For the
intra-group comparison of the STB of the medial and
lateral tibia plateaus, significant differences were noted
in all five STB microarchitecture parameters between
the medial and lateral tibia in the varus alignment group,
which indicates that the STB of the medial tibia has suffered from excessive load and had a more serious sclerosis change under the more severe varus alignment
deviation in the knee; however, this was not observed in
the valgus alignment group. These findings are similar
to those of a previous study that analyzed the relationship between knee alignment and tibial microarchitecture, suggesting that knee alignment affects the load
distribution on the medial and lateral tibia, thereby altering its STB microarchitecture [39]. These findings suggest that mechanical load is more distributed in the
medial compartment in the normally aligned knee and
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varus alignment deviation further increases the stress load
on the medial compartment. Valgus alignment deviation
increases the load distribution on the lateral compartment;
however, more load is still distributed in the medial compartment until the valgus is large enough [40, 41].
The relationship between subchondral bone degeneration and OA severity has previously been reported in
several studies. Among them, Omoumi et al. [13] have
shown that in knee OA, cartilage thickness and subchondral bone mineral density based on CT arthrography are negatively correlated, which indicate mutual
adaptation in cartilage-subchondral bone loses in the
OA state. Bobinac et al. [33] showed the same trends as
reported in the current study in subchondral bone and
cartilage degeneration under OA; however, they used a
2D histology method for STB microarchitecture and did
not consider the effect of knee alignment changes. Finnila et al. [17] showed that the STB microarchitecture
parameters based on micro-CT were highly correlated
with OARSI scores of cartilage degeneration, indicating
that bone sclerosis and cartilage degeneration are
coupled. In the present study, we found that cartilage
degeneration is significantly associated with more severe
sclerosis changes in STB microarchitecture, which supports the theory of a subchondral bone-cartilage functional unit where the OA disease state could destroy the
homeostatic relationship between them under abnormal
knee loads. In addition, Bhatla et al. [42] showed that
subchondral bone changes may be indicative of early
OA pathogenesis of post-traumatic knee injuries, and
Chen et al. [43] also showed that abnormal STB remodeling is earlier than that of cartilage change and may
contribute to the early pathogenesis of T2D-associated
knee OA. However, given the cross-sectional design of
the present study, we cannot prove the sequence of occurrence and causality between cartilage and STB, which
requires further research to investigate the role of STB
in progression of OA.
As knee OA with varus and valgus may represent distinct disease phenotypes [44], it is necessary to investigate the correlation between the HKA angle, OA
severity, and STB microarchitecture in the varus and valgus alignment subgroups, respectively. In the varus
alignment subgroup, associations between the HKA
angle and M:L BV/TV were comparable (r = 0.628 [−
0357, 0.776], p < 0.001) to that reported in scientific literatures between the HKA angle and M:L BMD (r range
0.44–0.53) [18, 21]. Although the sample size of the valgus alignment group is limited (n = 11), the HKA angle
is also significantly correlated with M:L BV/TV(r = 0.628
[− 0357, 0.776], p = 0.023). To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first report on the significant correlation between knee loading index and STB microarchitecture
parameters in valgus knee alignment cohort. Therefore,
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current studies have shown a significant correlation between the HKA angle and M:L BV/TV, regardless of
varus or valgus knee alignment. In the valgus alignment
group, the correlation between the STB microarchitecture and OARSI score was less significant than that in
the varus alignment group, possibly due to the limited
sample size.
Several limitations of this study should be discussed.
First, we only investigated the STB microarchitecture of
the tibial plateau, while the medial and lateral femoral
condyles as another part of the tibiofemoral joint also
reflected the degeneration of the knee joint under different load conditions. Future research is necessary to add
the measurement of femoral condyle STB microarchitecture to the above analysis. Second, because μCT can
only be used to analyze human tissue samples in vitro,
the samples in this study were limited to patients with
TKA. As we know, the progression of OA and the wear
of cartilage are the reasons for knee alignment deviation.
And we do not have normal, non-osteoarthritis tibial
plateau specimens as controls. Hence, we could not determine whether the relationship between the HKA
angle and STB microarchitecture shown in this study
also exists in patients before TKA or can reflect the early
OA disease state. Fortunately, HR-pQCT has been used
to evaluate human knee periarticular STB microarchitecture in vivo, which could examine the above relationships in early-stage OA and nonpathological knee.
Third, given the cross-sectional design of this study, we
were unable to determine the causal directionality of the
relationship between OA severity, HKA angle, and STB
microarchitecture. A longitudinal study based on HRpQCT is necessary to investigate the cause of the association of knee alignment with STB microarchitecture. Finally, only 11 patients were included in the valgus
alignment group in the current study. The small sample
size may influence the significance of the test results
after grouping.

should be considered in the future study of knee periarticular bone structure and properties. Future work that
elucidates the cause of the relationship between joint
loading and STB microarchitectural changes to identify
new targets for OA therapies is required.

Conclusion
In summary, this study found that tibial plateau STB
microarchitecture of end-stage knee OA patients is associated with the HKA angle and OA severity. With the
increase of knee alignment deviation and OA severity,
the STB of the affected side tibial plateau increased in
bone volume, trabecular number, and trabecular thickness and decreased in trabecular separation, which suggests that knee malalignment may promote abnormal
STB remodeling by altering joint load distribution,
thereby affecting the progression of OA. These findings
may contribute to a better understanding of the effects
of knee joint loading on local changes in STB microarchitecture and the role of both in the development of
knee OA. In addition, the influence of knee alignment
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